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Shown in Midnight

Duo-i
AM/FM Stereo Radio with iPod Dock
Option 1: listen to your favorite music and playlists while you charge your iPod. Option 2: enjoy noise-free reception of even distant radio stations.
The versatile Horizon Duo-i offers big-system sound that fits virtually anywhere — your family room, kitchen, office, or all of these and more.
With dual alarms and Boston’s wrap-around S-n-o-o-o-o-o-z-e Bar, Duo-i also makes a great bedside radio —
and you can be sure of waking up to the music that gets you going.

Horizon Duo-i

Make it Your Own with
optional interchangeable grilles,
a Boston exclusive.

Boston

Boston Horizon Duo-i

Boston Horizon Duo-i
360 º S-n-o-o-o-o-o-z-e.
The entire outside aluminum trim is
a touch-sensitive snooze bar

High contrast LCD display
automatically adjusts to ambient light

Shown in Mist

Control your radio and iPod
with the included remote
Auxiliary input

Headphone jack

“Honey, I shrunk the hi-fi.”
The unique shape of Horizon Duo is one key to its exceptional performance. Left and right full-range speakers are isolated from each other
in separate acoustic chambers for rich, distinct stereo sound. Another key is proprietary BassTrac® audio processing for clean bass at all listening levels.
The two technologies work together to deliver stunningly realistic reproduction of your favorite music — in any genre, anywhere.

What it means to be from Boston.
First and foremost, Boston is an engineering company, and every Boston system is optimized to meet the highest performance standards (our own).
Of course, performance is only one measure of value. So we’re careful to build all our products with strict attention to everything from the choice of materials
to the fit and finish. It’s how we’ve been exceeding the expectations of serious music listeners for nearly thirty years.

Features
• Integrated iPod dock with video output charges your iPod
• Precision AM/FM stereo tuner
• Dual high performance 31/2” full-range speakers
• BassTrac® audio processing for clean bass at all listening levels
• 2 Auxiliary inputs for connecting additional media players

Add a splash of color to your radio with optional
interchangeable grilles at bostonacoustics.com/POP

• Line and stereo headphone outputs
• High contrast display automatically adjusts to ambient light
• 10 FM and 5 AM station presets
• Dual independent alarm clock with sleep timer
• 360º Snooze bar (touch-sensitive outer trim)
• Time and settings are saved (no battery required)
• Remote control included

Dimensions (H x W x D)
51/2 x 127/8 x 8” (140 x 327 x 203mm)

Introducing Boston P.O.P.
play in color. play smart.
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